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On the Cauchy problem for the wave equation
with data on the boundary
M. N. Demchenko
∗
Abstract
We consider the Cauchy problem for the wave equation in Ω × R with data
given on some part of the boundary ∂Ω×R. We provide a reconstruction algorithm
for this problem based on analytic expressions. Our result is applicable to the
problem of determining nonstationary wave field arising in geophysics, photoacoustic
tomography, tsunami wave source recovery.
Keywords: wave equation, Cauchy problem, wave field recovery, photoacoustic
tomography.
1 Introduction
Consider the wave equation
∂2t u−∆u = 0 (1)
in a space-time cylinder Ω× R (Ω is a domain in Rn, n > 2, ∆ is the Laplace operator
in Rn). We study the problem of determining a solution u from Cauchy data u, ∂νu
(ν is the outward unit normal to ∂Ω) given on some part of the boundary ∂Ω × R.
In contrast to the classical Cauchy problem for the wave equation with the data on a
space-like surface, the problem in consideration is ill-posed [1, 2]. However, solution u is
uniquely determined in some part of Ω×R depending on the set, on which the Cauchy
data are given. This can be inferred from the unique continuation property for the wave
equation, which is provided by Holmgren’s theorem (or Tataru’s theorem [3] in case of
a hyperbolic equation with variable coefficients).
We will denote points in Rn by (x, y), where x = (x1, . . . , xn−1) ∈ Rn−1, y ∈ R. We
will consider the case when Ω is a subgraph of a C∞-smooth function Y (x) that satisfies
a certain growth condition:
Ω = {(x, y) |x ∈ Rn−1, −∞ < y < Y (x)}, |Y (x)| 6 C1 + C2|x|, C2 < 1 (2)
(see fig. 1). In case Y (x) ≡ const the domain Ω is a half-space. Fix a point (x∗, y∗) ∈ Ω
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and t∗ ∈ R. We will obtain an algorithm (formula (18), sec. 4), which allows determining
u(x∗, y∗, t∗) from the Cauchy data on the set
{(x, y, t) | (x, y) ∈ S, T−(x) 6 t 6 T+(x)}. (3)
Here T±(x) = t
∗±(Y (x)−y∗), S is a bounded relatively open subset of ∂Ω that contains
the intersection K ∩ ∂Ω, where
K = {(x, y) ∈ Rn | y − y∗ > |x− x∗|} (4)
(note that the intersection K ∩∂Ω is itself bounded due to the growth condition in (2)).
The cone K and the set S are shown on fig. 1. Evidently, Y (x) > y∗ whenever (x, y) ∈
K ∩ ∂Ω. We assume that S is chosen in such a way that the same inequality holds true
whenever (x, y) belongs to the closure S, which leads to the inequality T−(x) < T+(x).
Thus the condition on t in (3) makes sense.
Note that formula (18) allows determining u(x∗, y∗, t∗) from Cauchy data on various
subsets of the boundary. Indeed, one can take a cone K with a different orientation
than that in (4) (though its vertex should be in (x∗, y∗)), which yields a different set
S ⊂ ∂Ω. Next we may choose a Cartesian coordinate system in Rn, in which K is
represented by (4), and then apply formula (18). However, it is required that the domain
Ω can be represented by (2) in chosen coordinates. Recall that in Cauchy problems for
elliptic equations and in the analytic continuation problem, the solution is also uniquely
determined from Cauchy data on various sets.
The wave equation (1) describes wave processes of various nature in homogeneous
media. Thus our result can be used for determination of the wave field in a domain
from boundary measurements. It will be shown in the end of sec. 4 that our algorithm
is applicable also in case when the solution u(x, y, t) is defined for (x, y) belonging to
some subset of Ω. This may correspond, for example, to the wave process in the medium
that occupies the domain Ω and contains inhomogeneities and scatterers located in some
set ω (see fig. 1). Under the condition ω ∩ K = ∅, formula (18) can be used to find
the wave field in homogeneous part of the medium (i.e. in Ω \ ω) without knowledge of
structure of inhomogeneities and scatterers.
Figure 1: The domain Ω is a subgraph of the function Y (x). The darkened region in Ω
is the set ω containing scatterers and inhomogeneities. The hatched region is the cone
K.
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The problem of determination of nonstationary wave field arises in various appli-
cations, such as geophysics [4], photoacoustic tomography [5, 6], tsunami wave source
recovery [7], and coefficient inverse problems [8–10].
The Cauchy problem for hyperbolic equations with data on the boundary has been
extensively studied. We refer the reader to monographs [1, 2] containing overview of
related results. Most of these results are Carleman type estimates, which provide unique-
ness of solution and conditional stability estimates. In case of the wave equation with
constant coefficients, reconstruction algorithms based on analytic expressions were ob-
tained. However, most of them require the nonlocal Cauchy data, which means that the
surface S coincides with the entire boundary ∂Ω [5, 11–14]. As to the case of local data,
we mention the famous result of R. Courant on the Cauchy problem for ultrahyper-
bolic equation in a half-space (see [15]), and papers [16, 17], in which two-dimensional
domains were considered.
The author is thankful to prof. M. I. Belishev and prof. A. P. Kiselev for helpful
discussions.
2 Special solution of Laplace equation
The proof of our main result will be based on some special solution of the wave equation,
which depends on a small parameter h and enjoys a certain localization property as
h→ 0. To construct such solution, we will need a special solution of Laplace equation,
which is the subject of this section.
We will use the notation ∆x =
∑
j ∂
2
xj (thus for Laplace operator ∆ in R
n we have
∆ = ∆x + ∂
2
y). Consider the following Cauchy problem for Laplace equation in R
n:
∆ϕ = 0, (5)
ϕ|y=0 = e
−x2/h
(pih)m
, ∂yϕ|y=0 = 0, (6)
where h > 0, m = (n − 1)/2, and for real or complex vector ζ = (ζ1, . . . , ζn−1) we put
ζ2 =
∑
j ζ
2
j . Note that ϕ(x, 0) is the Gaussian distribution in R
n−1.
Lemma 1. For any h > 0 there is a unique C∞-smooth function ϕ(x, y) in Rn that
satisfies equation (5) and initial conditions (6). Besides,
ϕ, ∂x,yϕ, ∂
2
x,yϕ→ 0, h→ 0, if |x| > |y|; (7)
the convergence is uniform on every compact set in {|x| > |y|}.
Proof. We will study Cauchy problem (5), (6), using a method, which is similar to
that described in [18] (Lemma 9.1.4), where Laplace equation is reduced to the wave
equation. This method provides a representation of the solution ϕ(x, y) in terms of the
fundamental solution G(x, y) of the wave equation. The latter is defined by the following
equalities:
∂2yG−∆xG = 0, (8)
G|y=0 = 0, ∂yG|y=0 = δ(x) (9)
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(δ is the Dirac delta function). For any y, functions ∂βyG(·, y), β > 0, are compactly
supported distributions supported in the ball {x | |x| 6 |y|}. The Fourier transform of
∂yG(·, y) is equal to cos(y|ξ|). Put
ϕ(x, y) =
1
(pih)m
〈
∂yG(x
′, y), e−(x−ix
′)2/h
〉
. (10)
Here and further in this proof, angle brackets mean pairing of a distribution in variable
x′ with a test function. Although the smooth function e−(x−ix
′)2/h is not compactly
supported in x′, the right hand side makes sense as the distribution ∂yG(·, y) is compactly
supported. Clearly the derivatives of ϕ can be represented in a similar way
∂αx ∂
β
yϕ(x, y) =
1
(pih)m
〈
∂β+1y G(x
′, y), ∂αx e
−(x−ix′)2/h
〉
. (11)
This representation and the fact that ∂2yG(x, 0) = 0 implies the second equality in (6).
The first equality in (6) follows from the definition (10) and the second condition in (9).
The function ϕ(x, y) and its derivatives with respect to x, y can be considered as
analytic functions in complex variables x1, . . . , xn−1, which follows from (10) and (11).
Function
ψ(x, y) = ϕ(ix, y) =
1
(pih)m
〈
∂yG(x
′, y), e(x−x
′)2/h
〉
is a convolution of (pih)−mex
2/h with ∂yG(x, y) with respect to x and thus due to (8)
satisfies the wave equation
∂2yψ −∆xψ = 0
for all (x, y) ∈ Rn. For any fixed real y the left hand side here is an analytic function
in x1, . . . , xn−1. Therefore, this equation is satisfied for all complex x1, . . . , xn−1, which
yields
(∂2yϕ+∆xϕ)(x, y) = (∂
2
yψ −∆xψ)(−ix, y) = 0.
Thus equation (5) is satisfied. As is well known the solution ϕ of problem (5), (6) is
unique.
Now turn to assertion (7). Since the distribution ∂βyG(·, y) is supported in the ball
{x | |x| 6 |y|}, its pairing with a test function f is determined by restriction of f to any
neighborhood of the specified ball. Applying Fourier transform, one can easily obtain
the following estimate∣∣∣〈∂βyG(x′, y), f(x′)〉∣∣∣ 6 Cy,ε max
|x′|2 6 |y|2 + ε,
|α| 6 n+ β − 1
|∂αf(x′)|, (12)
where ε > 0, and constant Cy,ε is bounded whenever y is bounded. Suppose |x| > |y|.
Put f(x′) = (pih)−me−(x−ix
′)2/h, ε = (|x|2 − |y|2)/2. For |x′|2 6 |y|2 + ε we have
|e−(x−ix′)2/h|/hm = e(x′2−x2)/h/hm 6 e(y2−x2)/(2h)/hm → 0, h→ 0.
The derivatives ∂αx′f(x
′) are treated the same way. In view of (10), (12), we obtain (7)
for the function ϕ. The same assertion for the derivatives of ϕ is proved by a similar
argument using (11) instead of (10).
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3 Special solution of the wave equation
The following lemma provides transformation of a solution of Laplace equation to a
solution of the wave equation (1).
Lemma 2. Suppose a C∞-smooth function ϕ(x, y) in Rn satisfies the following relations
∆ϕ = 0, ∂yϕ|y=0 = 0. (13)
Then the function
w(x, y, t) =
1
pi
∫ pi/2
0
ϕ
(
x,
√
y2 − t2 · sin s
)
ds (14)
is C∞-smooth in the set x ∈ Rn−1, t ∈ R, y > |t|, and satisfies the wave equation
∂2t w −∆w = 0. (15)
Proof. We have
pi∂yw =
y√
y2 − t2
∫ pi/2
0
(∂yϕ)
(
x,
√
y2 − t2 · sin s
)
sin s ds,
pi∂tw =
−t√
y2 − t2
∫ pi/2
0
(∂yϕ)
(
x,
√
y2 − t2 · sin s
)
sin s ds.
Next
pi∂2yw =
−t2
(y2 − t2)3/2
∫ pi/2
0
(∂yϕ)
(
x,
√
y2 − t2 · sin s
)
sin s ds
+
y2
y2 − t2
∫ pi/2
0
(∂2yϕ)
(
x,
√
y2 − t2 · sin s
)
(sin s)2 ds,
pi∂2t w =
−y2
(y2 − t2)3/2
∫ pi/2
0
(∂yϕ)
(
x,
√
y2 − t2 · sin s
)
sin s ds
+
t2
y2 − t2
∫ pi/2
0
(∂2yϕ)
(
x,
√
y2 − t2 · sin s
)
(sin s)2 ds.
Whence
pi(∂2t − ∂2y)w =
−1√
y2 − t2
∫ pi/2
0
(∂yϕ)
(
x,
√
y2 − t2 · sin s
)
sin s ds
−
∫ pi/2
0
(∂2yϕ)
(
x,
√
y2 − t2 · sin s
)
(sin s)2 ds.
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The first term on the right hand side equals
1√
y2 − t2
∫ pi/2
0
(∂yϕ)
(
x,
√
y2 − t2 · sin s
) d
ds
(cos s) ds
= −(∂yϕ)(x, 0)√
y2 − t2 −
∫ pi/2
0
(∂2yϕ)
(
x,
√
y2 − t2 · sin s
)
(cos s)2 ds.
Now applying the second relation in (13) we obtain
pi(∂2t − ∂2y)w = −
∫ pi/2
0
(∂2yϕ)
(
x,
√
y2 − t2 · sin s
)
ds.
Adding this to
− pi∆xw = −
∫ pi/2
0
(∆xϕ)
(
x,
√
y2 − t2 · sin s
)
ds,
we obtain (15) in view of the first relation in (13).
It can be easily seen from the definition (14) that w, ∂xw have continuous extensions
on the set {y > |t|}. This is also true for ∂yw, ∂tw, which follows from the expressions
for these derivatives given in the beginning of the previous proof and from the second
condition in (13). From now on we denote by w, ∂x,y,tw these continuous extensions
defined on {y > |t|}. We have
(∂yw ± ∂tw)
∣∣
t=±y
= 0. (16)
Lemma 3. Suppose ϕ is the solution of the Cauchy problem (5), (6). Then for w(x, y, t)
defined by (14) we have
w, ∂x,yw → 0, h→ 0, if |x| > y > |t|; (17)
the convergence is uniform on every compact set in {|x| > y > |t|}.
Proof. For w and ∂xw assertion (17) follows from (7) and formula (14). To estimate
∂yw, observe that due to ∂yϕ|y=0 = 0 we have∣∣∣(∂yϕ)(x,√y2 − t2 · sin s)∣∣∣ 6√y2 − t2 max
τ∈[0,
√
y2−t2]
|(∂2yϕ)(x, τ)|.
Now applying (7) and formula for ∂yw given in the beginning of the proof of Lemma 2,
we obtain (17) for ∂yw.
Note that the condition |x| > y > |t| in (17) can be weakened to √x2 + t2 > y > |t|
(although we will not use this generalization). Note also that if
√
x2 + t2 < y, then
generally w grows as h→ 0.
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4 Determination of the solution u
In this section we will obtain our main result, that is, formula (18), which relates
u(x∗, y∗, t∗) to the Cauchy data on the set (3).
Theorem 1. Under the conditions indicated in sec. 1, for any solution u ∈ C2(Ω× R)
of the wave equation (1) we have
u(x∗, y∗, t∗) =
=
1
2
∑
±
u (x∗, Y (x∗), T±(x
∗)) + lim
h→0
∫
S
dσx,y
∫ T+(x)
T−(x)
(u∂νw
∗ − ∂νu · w∗) dt, (18)
where w∗(x, y, t) = w(x − x∗, y − y∗, t − t∗), the function w being defined in Lemma 3,
dσ is the surface measure on ∂Ω.
From the remarks given in the end of sec. 3, it follows that w∗ grows in the cone
K as h → 0. Hence the integrand on the right hand side of (18) grows, which means
that if we plug there arbitrary smooth functions instead of the Cauchy data u, ∂νu, the
limit of the integral generally does not exist. So if the Cauchy data are given with some
error (which is always the case in practice), one should approximate this limit by the
corresponding integral computed for some positive h. In fact, the optimal value of h
depends on the accuracy of the Cauchy data. This issue arises in other problems that
require a regularization including the analytic continuation problem.
Proof of Theorem 1. We suppose that the coordinates are chosen in such a way that
(x∗, y∗, t∗) = (0, 0, 0). In this case we have T±(x) = ±Y (x). Our condition Y (x) > y∗,
(x, y) ∈ S imposed on S in sec. 1 now reads Y (x) > 0, (x, y) ∈ S. First we prove (18)
assuming that Y (x) > 0 for all x ∈ Rn−1. After that we will eliminate this restriction.
Note that due to the growth condition in (2), the set KΩ = K∩Ω is compact. Hence
there exists a compactly supported C∞-smooth function χ(x, y) in Rn such that χ = 1
in some neighborhood of KΩ. Pick a number R such that the projection of suppχ on
the hyperplane (x1, . . . , xn−1) is contained in the ball {|x| < R}. Put
V = {(x, y, t) | |x| < R, |t| < y < Y (x)} ⊂ Ω×R.
The set V is a bounded Lipschitz domain in Rn+1. Indeed, the diffeomorphism
(x, y, t) 7→ (x, y/Y (x), t/Y (x))
is well-defined in a neighborhood of V , since Y (x) is separated from zero for bounded
x. It remains to observe that the specified diffeomorphism maps V to the Cartesian
product {x | |x| < R} × {(y, t) | |t| < y < 1} of Lipschitz domains.
Put u˜ = χu. We have∫
V
[
w · (∂2t −∆)u˜− u˜ · (∂2t −∆)w
]
dxdydt
=
∫
∂V
[(u˜ ∂xw − w ∂xu˜)νx + (u˜ ∂yw − w ∂yu˜)νy + (−u˜ ∂tw + w ∂tu˜)νt] dγ. (19)
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Here ν = (νx, νy, νt) is the outward unit normal to ∂V , νx = (νx1 , . . . , νxn−1), dγ is the
surface measure on ∂V . This formula is applicable provided the following conditions are
satisfied: i) the functions u˜ and w are C2-smooth in V ; ii) the integral on the left hand
side is absolutely convergent; iii) the functions u˜, w and their first order derivatives have
continuous extensions from V to the closure V (the right hand side involves the values
of these extensions on ∂V ). The condition (i) is obviously satisfied. The condition (ii)
follows from (15) and the fact that w is bounded in V , while u˜ is C2-smooth in V . The
last condition (iii) is obvious for u˜; due to the remark given right after the proof of
Lemma 2, (iii) is satisfied for w.
Define the set Γ as the intersection of ∂V with ∂Ω×R, while the sets Γ± are defined
as the intersections of ∂V with the hyperplanes {±t = y}. For any point (x, y, t) from
∂V \ (Γ ∪ Γ+ ∪ Γ−) we have |x| = R. Due to our choice of R, in such points we have
χ = 0, and so u˜ = 0. Therefore, the integral over ∂V in (19) equals the sum of the
corresponding integrals over Γ, Γ+, Γ−. The integral over Γ+ equals∫
Γ+
[(u˜ ∂yw − w ∂yu˜)νy + (−u˜ ∂tw + w ∂tu˜)νt] dγ
=
1√
2
∫
Γ+
[w (∂yu˜+ ∂tu˜)− u˜ (∂yw + ∂tw)] dγ (20)
(on Γ+ we have νx = 0, νt = −νy = 1/
√
2). Due to (16), we have ∂yw + ∂tw = 0 on
Γ+. Now taking into account the equality w(x, y,±y) = ϕ(x, 0)/2, which follows from
the definition (14), previously obtained integral equals
1
2
∫
|x|<R
dxϕ(x, 0)
∫ Y (x)
0
(∂yu˜+ ∂tu˜)(x, y, y) dy
=
1
2
∫
|x|<R
dxϕ(x, 0)
∫ Y (x)
0
∂y(u˜(x, y, y)) dy
=
1
2
∫
|x|<R
ϕ(x, 0) [u˜(x, Y (x), Y (x))− u˜(x, 0, 0)] dx.
In the same way, we obtain that the integral (20), in which Γ+ is replaced by Γ−, equals
1
2
∫
|x|<R
ϕ(x, 0) [u˜(x, Y (x),−Y (x))− u˜(x, 0, 0)] dx.
We conclude that the integral on the right hand side of (19) equals∫
|x|<R
ϕ(x, 0)
[
1
2
u˜(x, Y (x), Y (x)) +
1
2
u˜(x, Y (x),−Y (x))− u˜(x, 0, 0)
]
dx
+
∫
Γ
(u˜ ∂νw − ∂ν u˜ · w) dγ. (21)
Now we pass to a limit h → 0 in (19). The left hand side tends to zero. Indeed, the
second term of the integrand vanishes in view of (15). The function (∂2t −∆)u˜ is nonzero
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only if ∂x,yχ 6= 0. However, the corresponding set of points (x, y) is separated from KΩ
due to our choice of χ. In combination with (17), this gives that the first term of the
integrand tends to zero as h→ 0.
As it was previously shown, the right hand side of (19) equals the expression (21).
Due to the first equality in (6), ϕ(x, 0) is the Gaussian distribution in Rn−1, which tends
to δ(x) as h→ 0. Thus the first integral in (21) tends to
1
2
∑
±
u˜(0, Y (0),±Y (0))− u˜(0, 0, 0) = 1
2
∑
±
u(0, Y (0),±Y (0)) − u(0, 0, 0)
as h → 0 (we used the fact that χ|KΩ = 1). It follows from the definition of the
hypersurface Γ, that the integral over Γ in (21) equals∫
SR
dσx,y
∫ Y (x)
−Y (x)
(u˜ ∂νw − ∂ν u˜ · w) dt,
where SR = {(x, y) | |x| < R, y = Y (x)} ⊂ ∂Ω. Thus passing to a limit h → 0 in (19)
yields
u(0, 0, 0) =
1
2
∑
±
u (0, Y (0),±Y (0)) + lim
h→0
∫
SR
dσx,y
∫ Y (x)
−Y (x)
(u˜ ∂νw − ∂ν u˜ · w) dt.
The integral over SR can be replaced by that over S. This follows from (17) and from
the fact that the set SR \ S is separated from KΩ. Analogously, u˜ can be replaced by
u, since the set of points, in which χ 6= 1, is separated from KΩ. Thus (18) is proved in
case Y (x) > 0, x ∈ Rn−1. Next we turn to the general case when Y (x) is assumed to be
positive only if (x, y) ∈ S.
Let X be the projection of the closure S on the hyperplane (x1, . . . , xn−1). Thus
Y (x) > 0 for x ∈ X, which implies that Y is positive in some neighborhood of X. Hence
there exists a C∞-smooth function Y˜ in Rn−1 satisfying Y˜ |X = Y |X and 0 < Y˜ (x) 6 C
for x ∈ Rn−1. Now we introduce the domain
Ω˜ = {(x, y) | x ∈ Rn−1, −∞ < y < Y˜ (x)}.
Despite the fact that Y˜ is everywhere positive, the preceding proof of (18) can not be
applied directly to the domain Ω˜, since generally the solution u is not defined in Ω˜×R.
However, this issue is handled by a proper choice of the function χ introduced in the
beginning of the proof. It is possible to take χ such that χ = 1 in some neighborhood
of KΩ and χ(x, y) = 0 whenever x /∈ X, since the projection of KΩ on the hyperplane
(x1, . . . , xn−1) is contained in the interior of X. Then the product u˜ = χu is well-defined
for x ∈ X, y < Y˜ (x) = Y (x), t ∈ R, and can be smoothly continued by zero to the
remainder of Ω˜× R. After that the preceding proof of (18) goes through.
The proof of the preceding theorem does not require the solution u to be defined
everywhere in Ω × R. Suppose that the wave equation (1) is satisfied for t ∈ R, and
(x, y) ∈ Ω\ω, where ω is some relatively closed subset of Ω. Then formula (18) holds true
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provided the cone K is separated from ω (which implies, in particular, that (x∗, y∗) ∈
Ω \ ω). The function χ in the proof should be chosen so that it satisfies χ = 0 in
a neighborhood of ω. Then the product χu can be smoothly continued by zero to
ω ×R and thus it can be viewed as a function defined everywhere in Ω×R. After that
formula (18) is derived by the same argument.
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